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The EU-funded project VERCE (http://verce.eu) aims at developing and deploying
technologies, which satisfy the HPC and Data-Intensive requirements of modern seismological
applications. As a result of VERCE’s official collaboration with the EU project SCI-BUS, access
to computational resources like local clusters and international infrastructures (EGI and PRACE)
is made homogeneous. The resulting workflow management system is integrated within a
dedicated
science
gateway
based
on
the
gUSE/WS-PGRADE
framework
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/guse/).
The targeted scientific applications hosted by the VERCE Science Gateway can submit different
workflows across several resources, engines and runtime environments, though they share and
reuse, in many of their parts, the same software components, which we call Processing Elements
(PEs). These PEs consist of streaming operators that operate on units of data in a stream and avoid
moving streams in and out of the cluster. Besides performing the actual computation, they are
capable of automatically producing provenance (S. Davidson and J. Freire, 2008) and community
defined metadata which can be stored at runtime in a shared archive (Spinuso et al, 2013).
We will illustrate, how the aforementioned technologies and a number of seismological data
services have been integrated into a dedicated tool for Seismic Forward Modeling (Fichtner et al,
2008)(P. Moczo et al, 2006), whose objective is to offer the possibility to perform simulations of
seismic waves as a service, as shown in Figure 1.
We will introduce the interactive components of the OGC map based web interface and how it
supports the user with setting up the simulation. We will go through the selection of input data,
which are either fetched from federated seismological web services, adopting community
standards, or provided by the users themselves by accessing their own document data store. The
HPC code, Specfem3D , will perform the simulation (D. Peter et al, 2011)(F. Mangoni et al, 2014)
and can be configured by the users. Additionally, the submission strategy can be reused and
modified for other runs. This provides a higher level of flexibility with respect to similar services
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currently available to the seismological community, which consist in batch or interactive tools
with limited customisation and data management capabilities.

Figure 1: Overview of the web application allowing scalable Forward-Modeling analysis. The image illustrates
the user interactive flow with respect to the components and the data services involved in the process.

The results produced by the workflows of the Forward Modeling application are staged out
automatically from the computational facilities via a secure GridFTP transfer to the VERCE data
layer managed by a federation of iRODS nodes. The data management system is capable of
updating a shared catalog of domain specific metadata and perform data replication within the
federation. Depending on the security constraints of the infrastructure, provenance collection can
be performed at runtime or delegated to this data management system at the end of the
computation. In both cases, the lineage produced by the PEs is recorded and accessed via a web
API exposing the provenance database.

Figure 2: Provenance Explorer GUI: The workflow’s provenance information can be explored in a full
interactive fashion, allowing the visualization and the download of the data produced. It provides a navigable
graphical representation of the data derivation graph (http://tinyurl.com/nkgg7dt).
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The user interface is based on a web front-end where users can search for workflow runs based on
the metadata of interest and range queries, Figure 2. Once the run has been selected, all of the
provenance information is available interactively and consists of, for instance, execution
information and parameters of the PEs in the run, metadata produced by the PEs (The metadata
about the data are preserved, whilst the data itself is discarded or referenced, depending from the
PE’s logic), and data dependencies. The latter are accessible via the interactive navigation of a
derivation graph, throughout the production history of the output of a specific PE. Users can
navigate forwards through the data which have been derived from an entity, or examine the input
data that contributed to producing it.
The proposed system will be adopted in a production scenario and will be subject to further
customisations, for a better exploitation and validation of the produced data.
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